
Tech Sunday
WAIT A MINUTE!  Isn’t this a week early?!  We still have
another full week and a few days before curtain.  Weell… that
may be but the Huber is always in a bind this time of year:
school programs, civic gatherings, etc.  So, we must share the
space with others.  Mr. Potter would definitely find this
situation downright despicable.  But, I guess we will make
nice.  Yes, we did have the lights and mics going for the
first time four our nearly 4 hour rehearsal… which was to be
expected.  However, it went rather well for the first time on
stage, off book, all the way through with lights, sound, and
set thrown in.  I was pleasantly surprised how well I did with
the lines.  There was only one spot I really noticed where I
forgot a line but the same is repeated only two lines later,
so I will just pick it back up Thursday night.

Poor George… I’m not entirely sure that I would like to be in
his shoes.  All those lines.  I have a great many, but.. OH,
MY!  In one of our scenes together, he asked me why I did not
have my script.  It was in the house being used for prompting.

I am also happy that I have been able to come up with my full
costume… minus a hat… in my own personal wardrobe.  I had to
take my jacket to be cleaned, but that is to be done by
Tuesday afternoon… good to go!

I must say that I think we have another heart-melting, scene-
stealing little tyke on our hands.  It’s a good thing Mr.
Potter and Zuzu do not share time on stage because I’m not
sure I could keep the mean demeanor.

So… another 12 days before curtain.  Just need to keep reading
over my lines, getting my cues in order.   I did get a new
line tonight… added from the movie
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